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Abstract

Water distribution systems (WDS) are complex pipe networks with looped and branching topologies that often comprise of thousands to tens of thousands of links and nodes. This work presents a generic framework for improved analysis and management of WDS by partitioning the system into smaller (almost) independent sub-systems with balanced loads and minimal number of interconnection. This paper compares the performance of three classes of unsupervised learning algorithms from graph theory for practical sub-zoning of WDS: (1) Global clustering – a bottom-up algorithm for clustering \( n \) objects with respect to a similarity function, (2) Community structure – a bottom-up algorithm based on network modularity property, which is a measure of the quality of network partition to clusters versus randomly generated graph with respect to the same nodal degree, and (3) Graph partitioning – a flat partitioning algorithm for dividing a network with \( n \) nodes into \( k \) clusters, such that the total weight of edges crossing between clusters is minimized and the loads of all the clusters are balanced. The algorithms are adapted to WDS to provide a practical decision support tool for water utilities. Visual qualitative and quantitative measures are proposed to evaluate models’ performance. The proposed methods are applied and results are evaluated and compared for two large-scale water distribution systems serving heavily populated areas in Singapore.
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1. Introduction

The water sector worldwide is facing growing challenges in providing adequate quantities and quality of water to a continuously growing population. The finite water resources, climate change, and population growth and shift to warmer climates exercise an increasing impact on water resources and the water industry. To address this problem, various optimization-based formulations have been developed both at a regional and local scales. At regional scale, these include design and operation of water systems under future demand and water availability uncertainty (Chung et al., 2009; Housh et al., 2013), creation of new water resources by producing high quality water from saline or brackish water (Avni et al., 2013) and waste water reclamation (Zhang et al., 2013). At local scale, previous works focus on water distribution system design under demand (Babayan et al., 2005; Perelman et al.,
and hydraulic model uncertainty (Fu and Kapelan, 2011; Laucelli et al., 2012), operation for leakage control (Giustolisi et al., 2008; Ulanicki et al., 2008; Price and Ostfeld, 2014), and reduction of potable water demand by on-site graywater reuse (Penn et al., 2013).

The creation of new water resources and re-use of waste water involve high economic costs and environmental impacts, hence, conservation of water through efficient end-use and active loss-control have attracted much interest both in research and practice (Mutikanga et al., 2013). Water conservation, traditionally, tends to focus largely on the end user, e.g. installing water efficient fixtures in the home and the workplace (Kunkel, 2003). Whereas, water utilities traditionally operate without consistent standards for water accounting and water loss control.

Water loss is the difference between the system input volume of water and all the authorized billed and unbilled (e.g. firefighting) water consumption (Kingdom et al., 2006). Water losses are characterized by real and apparent losses. Real losses are physical losses (e.g. leakages, bursts, tank overflows) that represent a waste of water resources. Apparent losses include meter inaccuracy, billing errors, and unauthorized use. Water losses, both real and apparent, constitute a major inefficiency in water supplies because water and energy resources are wasted, operating costs are increased, and water revenue is reduced. Water loss control requires a wide range of technologies supporting both re-active and pro-active approaches to reduce water losses including: (1) monitoring, (2) detection, (3) localization, (4) response, (5) pressure management, (6) leakage management, and (7) demand management.

Network sub-zoning is one of the tools for leakage and pressure management for water loss control. The requirement of sub-zoning is to define the properties of the sub-zones within a network (e.g. size limit, total demand), to identify their boundaries (i.e. pipes or valves), and to monitor these boundaries for leakage and/or pressure control (with a limited number of meters). For example, the management of district metered areas (DMAs), has proven highly successful for leakage management (Thornton et al., 2008; Kunkel, 2003). A DMA of a water distribution system is a specifically defined area, in which the quantities of water entering and leaving the district are metered (Morrison, 2004). The subsequent analysis of flow calculates the level of leakage within the district. According to Kunkel (2003) up to 85% of the measured leakage in the UK has been eliminated through a national water loss control program based on DMA’s.
Recently, network sub-zoning has attracted many researchers with a variety of applications. Zheng et al. (2013) and Zheng and Zecchin (2014) utilized network decomposition for an optimal design of water distribution systems. The full network is decomposed into sub-networks followed by a solution of a set of sub-problems representing each of the sub-networks using evolutionary algorithms. Perelman and Ostfeld (2011) and Deuerlein (2008) used graph decomposition methods to analyze network structure and connectivity. Diao et al. (2014) used network decomposition method to accelerate the hydraulic simulation process by subdividing the network into smaller sub-networks and solving the hydraulic equations of each of the sub-networks independently. Ulanicki et al. (2008) applied pressure management schemes to DMA by scheduling the set-point (output) pressures of boundary pressure relief valves which control the inlet pressures to the DMAs. Low operational pressures result in reduced leakage and minimization of the risk of bursts. Furnass et al. (2013) developed a data-driven methodology to identify cause-effect linkages of known water quality anomalies through mining the large volumes of water quality, hydraulic and asset data collected by water utility companies utilizing network internal partition having few inlets and outlets.

This work focuses on network sub-zoning as a mitigation tool for water scarcity by facilitating water loss control. Urban water distribution systems (WDS) can reach a substantial size of hundreds to thousands of nodes (i.e. consumers) and links (i.e. pipes, valves). The layout of WDS is typically looped having multiple flow paths from the water sources to consumers. The looped layout of WDS, which provides a high level of reliability to the system supply in the event of mechanical failures (e.g. pipe breaks, valves malfunctions), imposes difficulties on water loss control. Due to the complexity of WDS, the re-design of an existing network can impair water supply, system reliability, and water quality (Grayman et al., 2009). A number of methods for re-designing existing WDS into independent areas, by the closure of existing valves or disconnection of pipes, have been suggested. These vary from manual trial and error approaches, involving identification of water mains, manual division into districts, and hydraulic simulations (Murray et al., 2010), to highly sophisticated automated tools integrating network analysis, graph theory and optimization methods. The partition of the network is typically achieved by using graph algorithms, e.g. breadth first search and depth first search (Deuerlein, 2008; Perelman and Ostfeld, 2011; Ferrari et al., 2013; DiNardo et al., 2013a), multilevel partitioning (DiNardo et al., 2013b), community structure (Diao et al., 2013), and spectral approach (Her-
The selection of pipes that need to be disconnected is found by iterative procedures (Ferrari et al., 2013; Diao et al., 2013) or genetic algorithms (DiNardo et al., 2013a,b).

Despite the recent developments, the application of proposed sub-zoning methods to real large-scale water distribution systems has been found to be generally limited (Mutikanga et al., 2013). Furthermore, there is a lack of consensual quantitative measures for evaluating system partition, hence the results are generally analyzed qualitatively.

This work presents: (1) a generic framework for simplifying the full-scale WDS by partitioning the system into smaller (within specified size limits), balanced sub-zones with minimum number of inter-connecting pipes/valves and (2) qualitative and quantitative measures for evaluating the performance of the network decomposition models. Three types of unsupervised learning algorithms are compared: global clustering – representing a more naive approach given limited information about the WDS, community structure – adopted from social studies with similar previous application to WDS sub-zoning (Diao et al., 2013), and network partitioning – adopted from distributed computed and previous similar application (DiNardo et al., 2013b). In graph theory, these algorithms aim at grouping similar or closely connected vertices such that the set of nodes in each group has better connections to the nodes belonging to the same group than to the remaining nodes in the network.

Following the position paper of Bennett et al. (2013) for characterizing the performance of environmental models, this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the graph theory methods; Section 3.2 defines visual and quantitative performance criteria; Section 4 demonstrates the methods and their performance using an illustrative example; Section 5 shows the application to two large-scale water distribution systems serving heavily populated areas in Singapore; Section 6 evaluates and compares the different methods based on the performance measures for sub-zoning; Section 7 summarizes current work and suggest direction for future research.

2. Methods

The application of the sub-zoning to WDS involves defining full network model based on the available data, formulating a decomposition method based on the network graph, evaluating the performance of the method based
on visual, qualitative and quantitative measures, and providing a practical
decision support tool for water utilities.

Many of the processes in physical, cyber, and social systems are described
by complex networks or graphs. The water distribution network can be natu-
rally represented as a graph $G = G(V, E)$ over a set of vertices (nodes) $V$ and
a set of connecting edges (links) $E$, where the vertices represent consumers,
sources, and tanks and the edges – pipes, pumps, and valves. The graph can
be characterized by nodal weights $w_i, i \in V$ (e.g. demand, elevation), link
weights $w_j, j \in E$ (e.g. diameter, flow), and an adjacency matrix $A$ based
on network topology. The graph division to clusters is designated by the
set $C = (c_1, \ldots, c_i, \ldots, c_k)$ where each node $i$ uniquely belongs to one of the
clusters $i \in c_k$. In this work, we adopt and adapt popular approaches from
the three branches of graph theory to sub-zoning of WDS.

Clustering, community structure, and partitioning are closely related
methods for understanding and analyzing complex systems, which have been
extensively studied by a large interdisciplinary community over the past few
years (Schaeffer, 2007; Fortunato, 2010). Generally, given a data set, the
goal of these methods is to divide the data set into clusters such that the
elements assigned to a particular cluster are similar or better connected in
some predefined sense then to elements in other clusters. Global clustering
is related to grouping sets of points which are close to each other, with re-
spect to a measure of similarity defined for each pair of points. Community
algorithms reveal the natural community structure using the concept of edge
density, i.e. intra-clusters versus inter-cluster edges. Graph partitioning di-
vides the graph into a predefined number of groups such that the number of
inter-cluster edges is minimal. The methods differ by their required input,
underlying objective, and output. The main features of the three classes of
methods in graph-theory are summarized in Figure 1 and are described next.

2.1. Global clustering

Global clustering is one of the traditional algorithms for clustering $n$
objects with respect to a similarity function (Hastie et al., 2009). It produces
a multi-level or an hierarchical structure of the graph, where each level of
the clustering hierarchy defines a different subset and each top-level cluster
is composed of sub-clusters. A bottom-up hierarchical algorithm starts with
each node forming a unique cluster, followed by a sequential grouping of
the two most similar clusters and computation of the centroid of the newly
Figure 1: Comparison of algorithms considered for sub-zoning of WDS

The basic similarity measure of nodes in a physical network is their geographical position. In water distribution systems, distant nodes are not expected to be connected, hence the distance between a pair of nodes can be used as a measure of their similarity, i.e. similar nodes will be close to each other. Given two nodes $u$ and $v$ and their corresponding locations, $(u_x, u_y)$ and $(v_x, v_y)$, the similarity between two nodes is computed as the Euclidean distance:

$$d(u, v) = \sqrt{(u_x - v_x)^2 + (u_y - v_y)^2} \quad (1)$$

and the mutual similarity measure between two clusters $c_i$ and $c_j$ is computed as the average of the similarities of the nodes belonging to the clusters, as:

$$D(c_i, c_j) = \frac{1}{|c_i||c_j|} \sum_{u \in c_i, v \in c_j} d(u, v) \quad (2)$$

where $|c_i|$ is the size of cluster $c_i$.

The main steps of the algorithm are described in 2.1.1 and full description can be found in Hastie et al. (2009).
2.1.1. Bottom-up hierarchical clustering algorithm main steps:

Given a graph with nodal weights $w_u$ (e.g. demands) and a dissimilarity measure $d(u, v) \forall u, v \in V$:

1. Start with each node as an individual cluster.
2. Compute the dissimilarity between all pairs of nodes (Eq. 1).
3. Find the least dissimilar pair and group them into one.
4. Compute dissimilarity between new clusters (Eq. 2).
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until one cluster remains.

In application to WDS, the number of clusters in which to group the nodes is not known priori, hence knowing the entire hierarchy of the network can be very informative. However, an additional procedure is required to decide how to partition the network. The attained hierarchical clustering of the graph is traversed in a top-down direction. The size (or load) of each top-level cluster is compared to a desired upper bound. If the size of the cluster does not satisfy the size constraint, the traverse continues to attain smaller sub-clusters. Additionally, since the Euclidean distance measure does not consider the connectivity of nodes, the intra and inter-connectivity of each cluster is verified. Finally, to satisfy lower bound constraint on cluster size, small connected clusters are grouped together. The main steps of the algorithm are summarized in 2.1.2:

2.1.2. Clustering algorithm for WDS sub-zoning main steps:

Given network graph $G = (V, E)$, nodal weights $w_u$, a dissimilarity measure $d(u, v)$, and sub-zones upper limit size $W_{max}$:

1. Attain the location of WDS nodes, i.e. $u_x$ and $u_y \forall u \in V$.
2. Execute graph clustering algorithm 2.1.1 using the location of nodes.
3. Attain the hierarchical structure of the system $G = (V, E, C)$ where each level (cut level) of the clustering hierarchy defines a different subset.
4. Start at the top (all nodes belong to a single cluster), set cut level = 1, $j = 1$.
5. Compute the weight of each cluster:

$$W_{c_i} = \sum_{u \in c_i} w_u \ \forall c_i \in C$$ (3)
6. Check upper bound for each cluster $c_i$: if $W_{c_i} > W^{\text{max}}$ update $\text{cut\_level} = \text{cut\_level} + 1$ and continue to the next level; otherwise create new sub-zone $z_j = c_i$ and update $j = j + 1$.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until $W_{c_i} \leq W^{\text{max}}$, for each cluster $c_i \in C$.
8. Check connectivity of each sub-zone $z_j$ using breadth first search algorithm (Lee, 1961). Add disconnected nodes to a connected cluster based on adjacency matrix of the graph.
9. Check lower bound for each cluster $z_j$: if $W_{z_j} < W^{\text{min}}$ group adjacent clusters together based on the adjacency matrix $A$.

2.2. Community structure

Community structure is also a bottom-up hierarchical algorithm exploiting network modularity property as the quality measure of the partition. Modularity, a very popular (Fortunato, 2010) measure of the quality of network partition into clusters, was first introduced by Newman (2004). It is based on comparing the density of edges in the underlying division into sub-graphs to the density of edges if the graph was randomly divided into sub-graph with respect to the same nodal degree (i.e. number of incident edges). Since a random graph is not expected to have a cluster structure, a good community structure would have a higher modularity value. Modularity is always smaller than one, and can be negative as well. The theoretical value of modularity is defined as (Clauset et al., 2004):

$$Q(G, C) = \frac{1}{2m} \sum_{ij} (A_{ij} - P_{ij}) \delta(c_i, c_j)$$

where $m$ is the number of edges of the graph, $A$ is the adjacency matrix, $A_{ij}$ and $P_{ij}$ is the actual and the expected number of links between nodes $i$ and $j$, respectively, and $\delta(c_i = c_j) = 1, \delta(c_i \neq c_j) = 0$ indicating whether nodes $i$ and $j$ belong to the same cluster $c$ (i.e. Kronecker delta). The expected number of edges in a random graph between nodes $i$ and $j$ with respect to the same node degrees, $k_i$ and $k_j$, respectively, is $P_{ij} = k_i k_j / 2m$.

Practically the modularity can be computed as (Clauset et al., 2004):

$$Q(G, C) = \sum_{i \in C} e_{ii} - \sum_{i \in C} a_i^2$$

where $e_{ii}$ is the fraction of the number of intra-cluster edges and $a_i$ is the fraction of the ends of intra-cluster edges.
The change in modularity can be computed according to:

$$\Delta Q(G, C_{c_i, c_j}) = Q(G, C - c_i - c_j + c_i \cup c_j) - Q(G, C) \quad (6)$$

A greedy algorithm (Newman, 2004) for maximizing modularity involves successive merging of two clusters that result in the highest increase in modularity until all nodes are grouped into one cluster. The greedy algorithm was later revised to attain computational speed-up by using a more efficient data structures for updating of the modularity (Clauset et al., 2004). The main steps of the algorithm are listed in 2.2.1 and the full algorithm can be found in Newman (2004) and Clauset et al. (2004).

2.2.1. Community structure algorithm main steps:

Given a graph with weights on edges, i.e. \( G = G(V, E) \) and \( w_j, j \in E \):

1. Start with each node as an individual cluster.
2. Compute the change in modularity \( \Delta Q \) resulting from merging every pair of clusters (Eq. 5-6).
3. Merge the pair with highest increase in modularity \( \Delta Q \).
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until one cluster remains.

As in global clustering, community structure method results in a hierarchical clustering of the network. The exact partition of the graph is again selected by traversing the hierarchical structure from top to bottom and sequentially checking the upper bounds of the created clusters. The procedure follows 2.1.2 exempt Step 8 since, in this method, only connected nodes can be joined together. This can be observed from Eq. 4, since nodes which are not connected can never contribute to modularity, i.e. \( \delta(c_i \neq c_j) = 0 \). The method can be simply extended to the case of weighted graphs, by replacing the degrees of the nodes with the corresponding weights of graph links \( w_j, j \in E \). Similar application of the community structure approach to WDS sub-zoning can be found in Diao et al. (2013).

2.3. Graph partitioning

The problem of graph partitioning consists of dividing \( n \) nodes of the graph into a predefined number \( k \) of roughly equal sized clusters such that the number of edges connecting the clusters is minimal and typically it is desired that the cluster have equal size. Graph partitioning is a fundamental approach used in parallel computing, for allocating tasks to multiple processors so as to minimize the communications and equally distribute the
computational burden among them. Many algorithms have been developed for the graph partitioning problem, mainly consisting of three classes of algorithms – spectral, geometric, and multi-level partitioning. Hendrickson and Leland (1993) showed that multi-level graph partitioning can provide better partitions than the spectral methods at lower computational cost for a variety of problems, e.g. finite element methods and linear programming. The graph partition problem was later extended and generalized Karypis and Kumar (1998) and is used in the current work for the partitioning of water distribution systems.

The graph partition problem is solved by performing a sequence of bisections of the graph \( G = G(V, E), w_i, \forall i \in V, w_j, \forall j \in E \). Initially, a 2-way partition is obtained, then each cluster is further partitioned using 2-way partition. Finally, after a series of partitions, a k-way partition of the graph is attained. To attain a computationally efficient bisection of the graph, the graph is reduced by aggregating its nodes and edges, the smaller graph is partitioned, and the original graph is then recovered to construct the final partition of the original graph. The main step of the graph partition method are described in 2.3.1 and can be found in more detail in Karypis and Kumar (1998).

2.3.1. Graph partitioning algorithm main steps:

Given a graph with weights on nodes and edges, i.e. \( G = G(V, E), w_i, i \in V; w_j, j \in E \), a multi-level partitioning involves:

1. Coarsening – the original graph \( G_0 \) is reduced into a sequence of smaller graphs \( G_1, \ldots, G_m \) by aggregating its nodes and edges, such that \( |V_0| > \ldots > |V_m| \). The nodes are grouped based on heavy edge matching. A matching \( M_i \) of a graph \( G_i \) is defined as a set of edges in which no two edges are incident to the same vertex. The matching \( M_i \) is detected by traversing the nodes of the graph and adding the highest weight link, incident to the node, to the matching set. This process is repeated until all nodes have been visited. The next coarser graph is constructed by aggregating the nodes connected by the edges in the matching set, i.e. \( G_{i+1} = G(V_{i+1}, E_{i+1}) \) is induced by \( M_i \). The weight of the new aggregated meta-node in the coarser graph is equal to the sum of weights of the grouped nodes and the new set of edges equals to the union of the edges connecting the grouped nodes.

2. Partitioning – the reduced graph \( G_m \) is partitioned into two equal size clusters \( C_m \). The partition is carried out by growing regions around
starting nodes using breadth first search and constantly updating the weight of the regions and the weights of the inter-connecting edges (edge-cut). The quality of the partition is sensitive to the selection of the initial nodes. To address this problem, ten nodes are randomly selected and ten different partitions are computed. The partition with the smallest edge-cut is selected as the initial partition. The partition is then further refined by iteratively swapping a subset of vertices between the partitions that result in a smaller edge-cut. In each iteration, the gain of each node on the partition boundary, defined as the reduction of the edge-cut if the node is moved from one partition to the other, is computed, and the node with the largest gain is moved to the other part. The gains of all adjacent nodes are updated and the process is repeated by greedily selecting nodes with largest gain, until no improvement in the cut-edge can be achieved.

3. Recovering and refining – the original graph $G_0$ is recovered from the partition $C_m$. The recovery of the original graph can be attained simply by going through the intermediate partitions $C_m, C_{m-1}, \ldots, C_0$ and at each level $i$ recover the partition of the original graph $G_m, G_{m-1}, \ldots, G_0$ by assigning the set of nodes grouped in each coarsening level $i$. During each recovery level, a local refinement heuristics is used to improve the partition $C_i$ of the un-grouped graph $G_i$. This is achieved by swapping vertices across the partition boundary to reduce the edge-cut similar to the refinement approach in the partitioning phase. Additionally, during the refinement the algorithm ensures that the balance constraints of the partition are not violated.

The graph partitioning algorithm results in a single partition of the WDS with balanced sub-zones connected by a minimal number of links between the sub-zones. The implementation of the partitioning algorithm to WDS requires the definition of network graph, weights for nodes and links of the graph, and the number of desired sub-zones. The number of sub-zones can be inferred from the desired size of the sub-zones. Similar application of this approach can be found in DiNardo et al. (2013b).

3. Performance evaluation

Evaluating the quality of a clustering algorithm or comparing different clustering methods is a difficult task. Mainly because the correct clustering is unknown, clustering algorithms rely on different data sets, and their
performance is dependent on parameter selection. Several qualitative and quantitative measures exist to evaluate the quality of the clustering (Schaefter, 2007) that have been commonly used in the context of complex social, biological, and information networks. For physical networks, measures evaluating the quality of the network partition are vaguely defined and less accepted. In this work several performance measures are proposed for evaluating and comparing the different network division methods and their affect on the end-user, i.e. water utility.

3.1. Visual performance analysis

Despite the power of quantitative comparisons, model acceptance and adoption, in the end, strongly depend on qualitative and often subjective considerations (Bennett et al., 2013). Hence, several visual qualitative performance measures are suggested in this work that provide a visual summary and an overview of the overall performance of the methods. Additionally, in the presence of multiple evaluation criteria visual measures allow a simple comparison of multiple methods without determining a strict formal holistic performance criteria in advance, as required in mathematical formulations. Particularly, the qualitative evaluation tools considered in this work are:

1. Adjacency matrix – visualization of the adjacency matrix is a graphical measure for evaluating the quality of the clustering. When the nodes of a graph are ordered randomly, there is no apparent structure in the adjacency matrix. Re-ordering of the nodes according to their clusters should reveal a tight block-diagonal structure of the adjacency matrix. The off-diagonal elements indicate clusters’ inter-connections. The desired outcome of a network division method is to minimize the appearance of the off-diagonal elements. This will be later linked to the worst and total cut-size quantitative measures of network division.

2. Aggregated network layout – the layout of the aggregated network resulted from the division of the detailed network, where each meta-node represents a sub-zone and the links represent the inter-connecting pipes and valves, provides a higher-level view of the network components and their interactions and can assist in the evaluation of the division of the network into sub-zones.

3. Kite-diagram – is used for multi-criteria evaluation. Each axis represents a different performance measure standardized to a unit scale.
The results from these multi-criteria performance measures are combined into a set of kite-diagrams easily visually compared (van der Sluijs et al., 2005).

3.2. Quantitative performance measures

Multiple performance criteria are considered in the evaluation of network partition in light of the weaknesses of individual metrics. We adopt some of the common metrics from complex network analysis and adapt these metrics to the particular needs of the water network management.

1. Cluster size – is the weight of the cluster $C$, where weight is the pre-defined indicator of the network characteristic that the water utility would like to control. Examples for such indicators are number of connections, daily demand, or population. For better control of the WDS, it is typically desired that the weight of the sub-zones will be balanced (Grayman et al., 2009), enabling a more unified control actions at a system scale. Additionally, considering only network topology, i.e. number of nodes, could result in poor results, as in real network models the loads are generally aggregated to representative nodes and majority of network nodes represent cross-connections with zero demands.

2. Worst cut-size – cut-size is the number of edges that connect nodes in cluster $C$ to the rest of the nodes in the network $V\setminus C$. The smaller the cut-size the better isolated the cluster. The worst cut-size is the maximum cut-size among all sub-zones. This measure affects the number of flow meters that will need to be installed to monitor the flow in and out of the sub-zone. This measure also implies the number of field operation (valve closures) that will be required to isolate a individual sub-zone during routine or emergency response control. The goal is to minimize this number.

3. Total cut-size – is the summation of cut-sizes over all clusters, i.e. the total number of inter-connecting links. This number indicates the total number of pipes that need to be monitored for water loss control i.e. defining the number (and cost) of meters to be installed in the network. Naturally, this number grows with the number of desired sub-zones and should be minimized.

4. Recurrence of inter-cluster edges (RICE) – is the number of times that a unique link connected different clusters for different levels of partitioning. For example, if the network was divided into 5, 10, and 15
sub-zones, and a unique link appeared in all three partitions then its RICE is equal to three, if another link appeared only once then its RICE is equal to one. This measure can be used to evaluate the suitability of the clustering for a long-term flexible design versus here-and-now design. Initially, smaller number of flow meters can be installed in the network, resulting in a low level partition monitoring large sub-zones. In the future, the initial partition can be refined by installing additional meters monitoring smaller sub-zones utilizing the flow meters in place.

5. Running times – algorithms running times can also be considered in the evaluation of its performance especially if it should be executed in real-time mode. For off-line analysis running time is less compelling performance criteria.

4. Illustrative example

To demonstrate the methods and the performance analysis we introduce an illustrative example adopted from Alperovits and Shamir (1977). The network consists of six nodes connected by seven pipes arranged in two-loops. This benchmark network has been previously extensively studied for optimal design. Its layout and data is given in the supporting information (SI).

The illustrative network was partitioned into three different clustering levels, \( k = \{2, 3, 4\} \) sub-zones using the three methods: global clustering (GC), community structure (CS), and graph partitioning (GP). Figure 2 visually demonstrates the application of the three methods for three clustering levels. Figures 2 a1, b1, and c1 show grouped network nodes for each method and clustering level, Figures 2 a2, b2, and c2 show the resulting aggregated network structure and the size of each aggregated sub-zone in terms of demand. For example, Figure 2.I.a1 demonstrates network division into two clusters and Figure 2.I.a2 visualizes the corresponding aggregated network structure comprised of two sub-zones. Figures 2.I.b1-c2 show similar information for a finer division of the network into three and four sub-zones, respectively.

Table 1 subsequently lists the quantitative performance measures that can be inferred from Figure 2. For example, observing Figure 2.I.b2 network partition to 3 sub-zones where the size of sub-zones varies from 1 to 3 in terms of number of nodes and from 220 to 570 \( \left[ \frac{m^3}{\text{day}} \right] \) in terms of daily demand. The worst cut-size is the maximum number of inter-connecting edges in the
aggregated network for an individual sub-zone. In this case the worst cut-size is equal to $\max\{3, 3, 2\} = 3$. The total cut-size indicates the total number of inter-connecting edges in the aggregated graph and is equal to $(3 + 3 + 2)/2 = 4$. The number of repeating inter-cluster edges indicates the number of edges that appear more than once in all of the partitions. For example, edges connecting nodes 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 appear in all three partition levels. Additionally, GC and CS are multi-level methods in the sense that each top-level cluster is comprised of sub-clusters. For example, Figures 2.I.a1-c1, cluster $\{2, 4, 6\}$ is comprised of smaller sub-clusters $\{2, 4\}, \{6\}$ and cluster $\{1, 3, 5\}$ – of sub-clusters $\{1, 3\}, \{5\}$. Hence, it is expected that the number of repeating inter-cluster edges will be higher for the hierarchical methods.

Table 1: Illustrative example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GC</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>GP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Sub-zones</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max #nodes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min #nodes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Demand</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Demand</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst cut-size</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cut-size</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeating edges</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 1 and Figure 2 demonstrate the different behavior of the methods even for such small network. Next, we apply the graph methods to real large-scale water distribution systems and evaluate and compare the quality of the sub-zoning.

5. Results

5.1. Application

This work was conducted in extension of the Wireless Water Sentinel in Singapore (WaterWise@SG) (Allen et al., 2011) and in collaboration with Singapore’s Public Utility Board (PUB). Singapore’s urban water distribution system is highly complex due to densely populated areas. The suggested
methods have been applied to several water distribution networks serving different districts of Singapore. The results for two of the districts are demon-
Table 2: Key physical characteristics of Network 1 & 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Network 1</th>
<th>Network 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Nodes</td>
<td>2440</td>
<td>19402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Reservoirs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Tanks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Pipes</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>15622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Valves</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>4476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Pumps</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>111,740</td>
<td>593,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand $[10^3 m^3/d] $</td>
<td>16.98</td>
<td>92.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total pipe length $[km] $</td>
<td>41.046</td>
<td>341.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density $[10^3 km/km^2] $</td>
<td>2.565</td>
<td>5.687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The application of the methods involves:

**Input:** The required input is network topology, geographic coordinates, weights of nodes and links. This information can also be read directly from a .inp network file (USEPA, 2002). Graph adjacency matrix, nodes and links weights are derived from the data listed in the input file. In current implementation, the weights for all links (i.e. pipes and valves) were uniform and nodal daily demands were set as nodal weights. Future applications will consider including weighted links.

**Partition criteria:** The features of the program allow the user to set sub-zone size constraints or the number of sub-zones. Six different levels of network partition were tested in this work, particularly $k = 5, 10, 15, 25, 35, 50$, which corresponds sub-zone size of $\{20, 10, 8, 4, 3, 2\}$% of the total daily demand.

**Method selection:** The three algorithms for WDS sub-zoning were integrated in a python environment, with the following open source programming toolkit: (1) Global clustering – the hierarchical clustering algorithm was implemented in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) using agnes function part of the cluster package (Maechler et al., 2014) with Euclidean distance and average linkage. The geographical location data, i.e. $(x_i, y_i), \forall i \in V$ were used as nodes attributes to compute the similarity between the nodes. (2) Com-
munity structure – the community structure algorithm was implemented in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) using the `fastgreedy.community` (Clauset et al., 2004) part of the `igraph` package (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006). (3) Graph partitioning – the graph partitioning algorithm was implemented using the `gpmetis` function, METIS (METIS, 2013).

Performance evaluation: The quality of WDS sub-zoning is evaluated and the methods are compared based on the visual and quantitative performance measures previously presented.

Final outcome: The final outcome of this work resulted in a web-based tool accessed by the authorized PUB operators, that enables choosing the desired number of sub-zones or, alternately, the size of the sub-zones, for a selected water distribution network. The output provides a summary of the network partition to sub-zones including the number of nodes, number of intra and inter cluster edges, and the daily demand; and an interactive map demonstrating classification of network nodes (using colormap) to sub-zones showing their inter-connecting links and a supporting aggregated network layout. An example of an output for Network1 using GP algorithm for \( k = 5 \) sub-zones is shown in Table 3. Figure 3 graphically shows the partition of the network to 20 sub-zones aggregated network layout (a) and map view (b).

Table 3: Graph partitioning results for Network 1 with 5 sub-zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-zone</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>#Intra-edges</th>
<th>#Inter-edges</th>
<th>Demand [( m^3/day )]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2217.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2730.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>689.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5186.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6160.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Network 1

This section compares and evaluates the performance of the three algorithms for Network 1. To get the initial value of the overall performance of the sub-zoning and its effect on the network we observe the structure of the adjacency matrix before and after sub-zoning. Figure 4 shows the adjacency matrices for Network1 – (a) original network and (b) clustering to \( k = 15 \) sub-zones using the GP algorithm. The columns and rows of the matrix are
reordered corresponding to the sub-zones represented by the blocks of the matrix. A clear cluster structure of the network can be observed from Figure 4(b) compared to the original structure Figure 4(a).

Figure 5 further shows the adjacency matrices for $k = 5, 10, 25$ sub-zones using the three methods – GC, CS, and GP. A clear cluster structure is evident from these figures, however, a practical comparison between the three techniques cannot be drawn. It is important to note, that the matrix blocks represent the size of the clusters in term of number of nodes and do not represent the demand of each cluster, since the adjacency matrix represents the connectivity between the nodes and does not depict the weights of the nodes. This stresses the need to consider the size of the sub-zones in terms of e.g. demands and not number of nodes in the graph. This claim is supported by Figure 2 in the SI showing the quantile plot of the distribution of demand versus the number of nodes in the sub-zones for $k = 25$ using GP approach.

Additional outcome from the partition of WDS to sub-zones is the aggregated network layout. Figure 6 demonstrates the structure of Network 1 after partition to 25 (a) and 50 (b) sub-zones, based on the GP method, and the connections between the different zones and the network sources. The number on the edges shows the number of inter-cluster connecting links and the direction shows the direction of flow for a representative daily flow pattern.

Figure 7 demonstrates the performance of the three algorithms: global clustering (blue), community structure (red), and graph partitioning (black),
Figure 4: Adjacency matrix for Network1: (a) Original network, (b) Network divided into $k = 15$ sub-zones based on GP algorithm.

Figure 5: Adjacency matrix for Network1 divided into $k = 5, 10, 25$ sub-zones using GC, CS, and GP methods.

for $k = 5, 10, 15, 25, 35, 50$ on four suggested quantitative measures (Section 3.2): (a) total cut-size, (b) worst case cut-size, (c) cluster size, and (d) recur-
rence of inter-cluster edges. From the results it can be seen, that, as expected, the total number of inter-cluster connecting links grows with the number of sub-zones (Figure 7(a)). The maximum number of inter-cluster connecting links for a single sub-zone varies around 11, 10, and 9, for the GC, CS, and GP methods, respectively (Figure 7(b)). As the number of sub-zones grows, the demand load of each sub-zone decreases (Figure 7(c)). Figure 7(d) shows the fraction of inter-cluster edges that appear more than once during different sub-zoning levels. For example, approximately 16% of all inter-cluster edges appeared more than once in divisions to $k = 5, 10, 15, 25, 35$ sub-zones based on clustering and community structure approaches. The recurrence of inter-cluster connecting edges is similar and higher for the hierarchical methods, i.e. clustering and community structure, compared to the flat partitioning approach. This behavior remains similar for all the partitions (i.e. for $k = 5 - 50$ sub-zones).

Figure 8 further shows the distribution of the repeating inter-cluster links (Figure 7(d)) for the three methods and six partitions. For each inter-cluster edge ($x$-axis), the plot ($y$-axis) shows the number of times that the edge appeared in all divisions, with six being the highest possible value corresponding to the number division computed. It can be seen that community structure method has the highest number of high frequency links (i.e. that
appeared in most divisions), followed by the global clustering approach with similar distribution, whereas in the graph partitioning approach the majority of inter-cluster edges appear at most twice in all sub-zones.

5.3. Network 2

The performance of the three algorithms was next evaluated for the much more complex Network 2 (Table 2) using same performance measures. The tested methods exhibit similar performance when applied to Network 2. The qualitative performance evaluation measures for Network 2 are shown in Figures 2-5 in the SI, including aggregated network structure, quantile distribu-
Figure 8: Recurrence of inter-cluster edges distribution for Network 1– GP (blue), CS structure (red), and GP (black).

Figure 3 in SI shows the adjacency matrix before and after network partition to $k = 50$ sub-zones using GP algorithm. Demand distribution versus node distribution is shown in Figure 4 in SI for $k = 50$ using GP, demonstrating that the size and the demand of sub-zones follows the same distribution for small sub-zones ($< 2.5 \cdot 10^3 [m^3/day]$). For larger sub-zones the size of the sub-zone is not correlated to its daily demand. Figure 5 in SI shows the aggregated network layout for $k = 5$ (a) and $k = 50$ (b) sub-zones using GP algorithm. Finally, Figure 6 in SI shows the frequency of the repeating inter-cluster links for the three methods and six partitions. Again, with the community structure method exhibiting the larger number of frequent links, followed by the cluster structure, while in the graph partitioning method most edges appear only twice.

The quantitative measures are shown in Figure 9. The results exhibit similar behavior to the previous application for Network 1. The total cut-size grows with the number of sub-zones (Figure 9(a)). The worst case cut-size for for a partition to 50 sub-zones varies around 37, 25, and 22, for the GC, CS, and GP methods, respectively (Figure 9(b)). The demand load of each sub-zone decreases as the number of sub-zones increases (Figure 9(c)). Again, the frequency of repeated inter-cluster connecting edges is similar and higher for the hierarchical methods compared to the flat partitioning approach. This
behavior remains similar for all the partitions, $k = 5, 10, 15, 25, 35, 50$.

![Figure 9: Quality measures for Network 2: (a) Total cut-size, (b) Worst case cut-size, (c) Sub-zone demand, and (d) Recurrence of inter-cluster edges based on GC (blue), CS (red), and GP (black).](image)

The running times (Intel Core i7 2.9GHz 8GB of RAM) of the three methods and six partitions for both networks are shown in Table 4. The graph partitioning approach is the most computationally efficient method, followed by the community structure and global clustering methods. The running times for the hierarchical methods increase with the increase of the number of sub-zones. Running times for the hierarchical methods depend primarily on the depth of hierarchical tree structure that needs to be traversed during the formation of the clusters, i.e. the number of cuts that need to be performed (Section 2.1.2). For the flat method, the changes in the running
times for Network 1, are not significant due to the relatively small size of the network. For Network 2, the running times decrease with the increase of the number of sub-zones. For smaller number of sub-zones, i.e. larger clusters, the graph partition algorithm spends more time on recovering and refining (Section 2.3.1) of the network as there are more intermediate partitioning levels. Additionally, the running times of the algorithms depend on the cluster-size constraint or the number of sub-zones, and the weights associated with network nodes and links.

Table 4: Running times [mm:ss.ms]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network 1</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th># sub-zones</th>
<th>Graph clustering</th>
<th>Community structure</th>
<th>Graph partitioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>00:01.1</td>
<td>00:00.5</td>
<td>00:00.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>00:03.9</td>
<td>00:02.1</td>
<td>00:00.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>00:06.3</td>
<td>00:05.2</td>
<td>00:00.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>00:12.4</td>
<td>00:07.2</td>
<td>00:00.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>00:22.7</td>
<td>00:16.8</td>
<td>00:00.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>00:27.7</td>
<td>00:21.8</td>
<td>00:00.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network 2</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th># sub-zones</th>
<th>Graph clustering</th>
<th>Community structure</th>
<th>Graph partitioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12:21.9</td>
<td>07:53.3</td>
<td>00:05.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12:20.7</td>
<td>08:03.8</td>
<td>00:03.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12:20.3</td>
<td>08:05.1</td>
<td>00:03.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13:27.2</td>
<td>08:22.9</td>
<td>00:02.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22:14.0</td>
<td>10:58.8</td>
<td>00:01.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24:12.4</td>
<td>15:27.8</td>
<td>00:01.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, multi-criteria evaluation of the proposed methods can be visualized in an ensemble of kite-diagrams shown in Figures 10 and 11 for Networks 1 and 2, respectively, where each axis represents a different performance measure standardized to a unit scale: (a) Worst cut-size, (b) Total cut-size, (c) Cluster size, (d) Recurrence of inter-cluster edges, and (e) Running times. This multi-criteria visualization allows for a relatively simple comparison of the methods for all partitioning for both networks.
6. Discussion

The results presented in Section 5 demonstrate the applicability of three classes of clustering methods to sub-zoning of large-scale water distribution systems. The results demonstrate that, as expected, community structure and graph partitioning methods are superior to the simpler clustering approach based on dissimilarity measure, since the former, rely on the information of connectivity between the nodes, whereas the latter requires only the location of the nodes. The community structure and graph partitioning can also assign weights to the links of the system. For example, the weights of the links can represent the diameters, flow, or head loss of the pipes and can be taken into account during the partition of the network. For example, if the sensor cannot be physically installed on small diameter pipes, then these pipes could be assigned a higher weight such that they do not appear as inter-connecting links. If the design objective is to segment the network by using existing valves, the weights of the links can be used to limit pipe closure to existing valves.

Figures 10 and 11 provide a summary of the performance of the three
methods applied to the two water distribution networks. A better performance would be to minimize four out of the five metrics, i.e. (a) Worst cut-size, (b) Total cut-size, (c) Cluster size, and (e) Running times. The last metric, i.e. (d) Recurrence of inter-cluster edges, should generally be maximized.

In terms of total and worst case cut-size (i.e. number of inter-cluster connecting links), the graph partitioning method generally outperforms the clustering and the community structure methods for Networks 1 and 2. This can be explained as the GP algorithm directly tries to minimize the cut-size, the CS algorithm greedily groups nodes to maximize network modularity and GC groups closer nodes without considering the connection between them. In terms of the demand distribution between the sub-zones, the three methods provide similar results for both applications. The total and worst cut-size indicate the number of flow meters to be placed to monitor flow. Fewer number of meters requires lower capital investment, lower maintenance costs, and better analysis and control of the system behavior. These results imply, that the graph partitioning method may be a preferable tool under budget constraints.
On the other hand, the GP method produces very few instances of repeated inter-cluster edges as the number of sub-zones varies. CS exhibits the highest recurrence of connecting links, followed by the GC approach. This can be attributed to the inherent hierarchical approach of the graph clustering and the community structure methods, which produce a multi-level structure of the WDS where each top-level cluster is composed of sub-clusters. The effect of this on the system can be exemplified using a flexible design approach. For example, initially only a limited number of meters will be installed on the frequent edges monitoring large sub-zones. The next set of meters will be installed on the next set of pipes to control smaller sub-zones. Whereas in the flat approach based on the GP method, requires all meters to be installed simultaneously and the marginal value of adding more sensors in the future will be lower.

The application of network sub-zoning for water loss control is demonstrated in Figure 12. The figure demonstrates the inflows and the outflows of sub-zones 9, 12, and 52, obtained by running hydraulic simulation using EPANET (USEPA, 2002). The discrepancies between the water balance and the sub-zone demand (typically based on night flows (Mutikanga et al., 2013)) can be used to assess water loss.

The clustering of WDS can be additionally utilized for assessing the vulnerability of the network. As the clustering algorithm identifies sub-zones with minimal numbers of connections, a counter effect would be that a failure of the inter-cluster connecting edges would impair the connectivity and, in turn, the hydraulic reliability of the system. For example, in Figure 12 sub-zone 50 can be completely disconnected from the network by the failure of only two pipes, causing lack of service to sub-zone 51 and affecting the supply of its downstream sub-zones 50 and 53.

7. Conclusions

The partition of water distribution systems into sub-zones is an important tool for leakage and pressure management and for water loss control. This work explores the application of graph-theory approach to the WDS sub-zoning problem. Three classes of algorithms were explored in this work – global clustering, community structure, and graph partitioning. The methods were applied and tested on two large-scale real water distribution systems serving large parts of Singapore. The performance of the algorithms was evaluated and compared using qualitative and quantitative measures.
It was shown that the methods are compatible and applicable for large-scale WDS. The community structure and graph partitioning methods were shown to be more flexible and outperform the global clustering method by incorporating connectivity of the network and associated weights. The suggested methods can provide a decision support tool for water utilities for network management and water-loss control.

Future work will extend the current application by accounting for network flow model in addition to network graph, location of existing devices in the network, and unintentional isolation of sub-zones from water sources.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>x-coord</th>
<th>y-coord</th>
<th>Demand [cmh]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6386</td>
<td>7057</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5323</td>
<td>7057</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6384</td>
<td>6594</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5322</td>
<td>6594</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6385</td>
<td>6046</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5322</td>
<td>6046</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Illustrative example: Layout and Data
Figure 2: Quantile plot of sub-zones demand versus number of nodes for Network 1 partitioned into $k = 50$ sub-zones using GP algorithm. The linear approximation (red line) indicates that the two variables come from same distribution.
Figure 3: Adjacency matrix for Network 2: (a) Original network, (b) Network divided into $k = 50$ sub-zones using GP algorithm.
Figure 4: Quantile plot of sub-zones demand versus number of nodes for Network 2 partitioned into $k = 50$ sub-zones using GP algorithm. The linear approximation (red line) indicates that the two variables come from same distribution.
Figure 5: Aggregated network layout for Network 2: (a) 5 sub-zones and (b) 50 sub-zones
Figure 6: Recurrence of inter-cluster connecting edges distribution for Network 2 – GC (blue), CS (red), and GP (black).